
Flour Mill 
ERP

Enhance  Quality, Reduce-Wastage, Optimize 
Processes & Delight Customer By Delivery 
Customer On Time with Competitive Price.



Why Dizypro Flour Mill ERP is widey accepted:



The central feature of Dizypro Flour Mill ERP software is a shared database that supports multiple functions 
used by different business pro cesses. It offers synchronized reporting to help business scale seamlessly. 
The popular feature includes a dashboard which enables employees to quickly understand the business 
processes and growth metrics. It helps in breaking down the barriers between different business units. It 
gives a real-time view of data that enable employees to address concerns proactively. Thereby reduces 
financial risk and improves the credibility of the software. It automates all the business operations such as 
order-to-fulfillment,order-to-fulfillment, lead-to-cash, and procure-to-pay processes. It helps to eliminate redundant processes 
and enhances customer experience. 

• Save Time and Work Effort. 

Dizypro Flour Mill  ERP solution comprises of multiple key modules
that streamline every aspect of the business: 

Key Advantages of Flour Mill ERP Solution:

Analytical Report 
Customized Report

Payroll proccessing
Employee financial details
Statutory compliance

Receipt of goods with auto bill booking
Satock adjustments and transfer
Item conversion

Campaign management
Daily worksheet management
Intergration of CRM
Manufacturing and HRMS

Empoloyee Management and benefits
Recruitment and separation
Talent management 

User defined specifications
Quality control on good inward note
Certificate analysis, batch manufacturing reports

Production plans
Sub-contraacting / job work
Job card

Purchase management
Return to vendor with auto debit note
Pricing and taxation

Shipment and sales invoice

Min-max inventory planning
job planning for order

Pricing (customer-wise)
Sales cycle management

Q

Complete accounting Management
Fixed assests
budgeting
Bank Reconciliation (Auto as well as manual)



. Improved tracking of warranties and after-sales
  customer requests.

. Around 18% improvement manufacturing
  schedule compliance*
. Material requirement planning (MRP) for
  efficient use for resource.

Improved customer service

. Improve feedback across organization. 

. On the go access dashboard.

. Around 50% effort reduction in statutory compliance
  report compilation*    
. 100% automated supplier communication*
. Reduce process delay through electronic data                 
  interchange(EDI).

Enhanced decision making 

Optimized  resource utilisation

. Around 22% reduction in inventory cost*     

. Track inventory through real time dashboard.

Fast and accurate process 

. Around 35% TCO reduction.                          

. Around 13% reduction in operating cost*

. Around 17% improvement in on-time shipment*  

. Shorten financial transaction close cycles.

Effective inventory management

Globalization has made the world more competitive.Organizations focus on the development of
agile approaches to project delivery and management. An ERP solutions provide a quicker approach
which save time and helps in managing the data from different departments. It store unified data-
base to store data from different key modules.

Superior financial outcomes

Dizypro Textile ERP Solution offers following value Proposition to manufacturing and trading organization:

Value Proposition
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Benifits Of DizyPro

Flour ERP Solution Offers The Following Advantages Manufacturing And Trading Organizations :Flour ERP Solution Offers The Following Advantages Manufacturing And Trading Organizations :
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Why DizyPro Flour Mill ERP?



Why Dizypro ? 

Dizypro Infotech was founded in 2014 as an IT Service Company. Dizypro 
Infotech deals in ERP Software, CRM Software, HR-Payroll, 
Manufacturing/Production, and Inventory Management. We have over 20+ 
years of experience in developing business solutions. Our skilled and 
dedicated software developers specialize in handling customer queries 
and offer a complete paradigm of the ERP Software prior to the designing 
process. We ensure a level of certainty by delivering the software on time. 
WeWe deliver real results to our clients and are available 24*7 in case of any 
trouble or guidance. 


